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Second Semest€r M.Sc. Degree (Regular/Supplementary/ lrnprovement)

Examination, March 2017

(2014 Admission Onwards)

PHYSIGS

PHY 2C09 : SPectroscopy

l\f,ax' Marks :60
Time : 3 Hours

SECTION - A

Answer both questions (Either a or b) :

1 . a) Discuss the rotationar spectra of rigid diatomic morecuies" Arso estirnate the relative

i 
. ' 

intensities of the spectral lines'

OR

b)Explainbandoriginandbandheadinrelationtotherotationa|finestructureof
electronic vibration sPectra'

2. a) Give the classical and quantum theory of Raman effect' show that tt"re stokes

lines ur* *oiu iniense than that of Antistokes lines'

/oR
b)Whatarehotbandsinavibratingdiatomicmotecule.Drawadiagramshowing

the energy tevels of vinratin! diltomic molecule' 
- 

Qx12E'24}

SECTION. B

Answer any fOur (one mark for part a, 3 marks for part b' 5 marks fOr part e) :

3. a) Name the difterent sefies in alkali spectra'

b) ExPlain Stark effect'

c}CalculatetheZeemanbhiftobservedinthenormalZeemaneffectwhenaspectral
tine of wavelength 50d A is subiect*O iJ'il; ilgtetic fietd of 1 '4 Wblm2

-/ "ki^g 
elm = t '70 xt611 6g9-1 

p.r.o.
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/ 4. .a) Define sphericaltop molecules.
/
' n) Molecules having permanent dipole moment are microwave active and those

not having per*Irent dipole moment are microwave inactive. Comment'

c) -Rotational and centrifugal distortion'constants of HCI molecule are 10.593 cm-1

and 5.8 * JO-+ cm-1 lespectively. Estimate the vibrational frequency and

force constant of the molecule.

5. 'a) What is Pre-dissociation ?

b) Explain Forirat Parabola.

c) The spectroscopic bond dissociation energy of tuqlg% radical is 1"6 eV'

Calculate the equilibrlum bond dissociation enetgy of ClO, if the fundamental

vibrationalfrequency is 780 crn-1

6. a) Give the princiPle of ESR.

(/ b) What is Fermi contact interaction and hyperfine structure ?

)' uss the molecularJ c) A molecule AB, has the following IR and Raman spectra. Disc

structure and issign the observed lines to molecular vibrations'

Frequency ( cm-') IR 'Raman

3750 Very strong

3650 Strong Strong, Polarized

1 595 Very strong

7. a) Give the PrinciPle of NMR

/ b) Explain Larmour Precession'I .) A system of protons at a temperature of 25'C is placed in a magnetic field

of 2 T. What'is tlre ratio of number of proton spins in the lower state to the

number in the upper state.

8. a) What is M6ssbauer spectroscopy ?

/ b) Explain isomer shift in Mossbauer's experiment.

c) Calculate the Doppler velocity corresponding tggry natural line width of the

y-ray emission from 140.4 kev excited state of 57Fe nucleus having a half

life of 9.8 x 1o-s s. (4xg=36)


